Academic Freedom and Tenure
THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA1

T

he case investigated by the undersigned
committee contains much that is unusual in
the Association's experience. It involves, first
of all, a professor—the Reverend Charles E.
Curran—who has not been dismissed from
his position but who, with conditions imposed upon
his teaching that he considers unacceptable, has chosen to take a leave of absence and teach elsewhere. Although the events of primary interest in the case occurred within the past three years, they can best be
understood in the context of a history spanning more
than two decades. The case has been the subject of two
books and of countless magazine and newspaper articles both in this country and abroad, and aspects of
it have been argued at length before a faculty committee and a superior court; few Association cases, it may
be said, have been so widely publicized or so profusely
documented. Finally, the case arose and developed at
a university with a governance structure that has no
exact counterpart in this country, even among other
Catholic institutions.
The Catholic University of America, proposed in
1884 by the Catholic bishops of the United States, was
established as a national university in 1887 with the
approval of Pope Leo XIII, and was incorporated in the
District of Columbia in the same year. Providing graduate studies in theology from the beginning, it has expanded over the years to include nine faculties or
schools and a University College, with more than 7,000
students and 400 faculty members. In 1900, when it
was one of the fourteen American institutions offering doctoral degrees, it became a member of the Association of American Universities. It instituted undergraduate programs in 1904, and it has been accredited
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by the Middle States Association of Colleges and
Schools since 1921, when the Middle States Association began its work. Its theological program is accredited by the Association of Theological Schools in
the United States and Canada.
The By-Laws of the University—previously called
Statutes—place "ultimate responsibility for governance
and sole responsibility for fiscal affairs of the University" in a board of trustees. The board has forty elected
members, divided between twenty laypersons and
twenty clerics, sixteen of whom must be members of
the National Conference of Bishops. Three elected
faculty representatives are permitted to attend board
meetings without vote and without the right to participate in executive sessions. The Archbishop of
Washington serves ex officio as chancellor of the university, and both he and the president of the university,
who is elected by the board, serve ex officio as members of the board. The present chancellor is James
Cardinal Hickey. The president is the Reverend William J. Byron, S.J., who was elected to his office in
1982.
The by-laws also provide for an academic senate,
which shares with the president "the immediate
responsibility for the academic governing of the
University by establishing, maintaining, supervising
and in general being responsible for the academic policies of the University." Senate actions require the
president's approval, in the absence of which the senate may submit any matter directly to the board.
The chancellor has a special relationship with the
university's three ecclesiastical faculties: the School of
Philosophy, the Department of Canon Law, and the
Department of Theology. Since 1981, these faculties
have been governed by a set of "Canonical Statutes,"
which require that the president, as the final step in
the appointment of an individual to an ecclesiastical
faculty, forward all relevant information to the chancellor for the conferral of a canonical mission or for permission to teach. Those who teach disciplines in these
faculties relating to faith and morals must have a canonical mission, which entitles them "to teach in the
name of the Church"; others, including non-Catholics,
must have the chancellor's permission to teach. Once
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granted, the canonical mission or permission to teach
may be withdrawn by the chancellor for "only the
most serious reasons," with the affected faculty member entitled to due process in accordance with the

university's by-laws. Professor Curran, a tenured
professor in the Department of Theology, was thus
considered to be subject to these regulations.2

THE BACKGROUND

Professor Curran was graduated with a Bachelor of
Arts degree from St. Bernard's College, Rochester,
New York, in 1955, and continued his studies at
Rome's Pontifical Gregorian University, which
awarded him the Licentiate in Sacred Theology in 1959
and the Doctorate two years later. In 1961 he was also
awarded the Doctorate in Sacred Theology by the
Academia Alfonsonia in Rome, with a specialty in
moral theology. He began his teaching that fall at St.
Bernard's Seminary, where he was Professor of Moral
Theology, and in 1965 he was appointed to an assistant professorship in the Catholic University of
America's School of Theology, which later became the
Department of Theology in the School of Religious
Studies. His teaching was in the field of moral theology. In articles and in his first book, Christian Morality
Today, published in 1966, Professor Curran established
himself as a scholar who subjected accepted views, including noninfallible teachings of the Church, to careful scrutiny and did not hesitate to publicize his conclusions. An interest in sexual ethics led him
specifically to dissenting views on such subjects as
abortion, birth control, and homosexuality. He was
later informed that the Sacred Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith, the Church's guardian of theological correctness, had opened a "docket" on him
during this period.
In the spring of 1967 unanimous recommendations
by the School of Theology and the Academic Senate
that Professor Curran be reappointed and promoted
to an associate professorship were rejected by the
university's board of trustees, the large majority of
whom at that time were bishops. The events that followed constituted a landmark in the history of American higher education. Responding promptly to the
board's rejection, faculty members in the School of
Theology denounced the board's action as a violation
of academic freedom and voted to withhold their teaching until the board rescinded it. By a vote of 400-18,
the full faculty followed with a similar resolution, and,
with the students joining in the strike, the university
was effectively shut down from April 19 to April 24.
On the 24th, the chancellor, Patrick Cardinal O'Boyle,
announced that the board had rescinded its decision.
Professor Curran was accordingly promoted to an associate professorship and given a three-year contract.
On July 30, 1968, Professor Curran was the spokesman for a group of eighty-seven Catholic theologians
who publicly dissented from that part of Pope Paul VI's
recently issued encyclical, Humanae Vitae, which
asserted a categorical ban on all types of artificial
contraception. The statement of the initial group was
ultimately endorsed by more than 600 Catholic academicians with qualifications in the sacred sciences, including twenty from Catholic University. Acting on a
directive from the board of trustees, which at one point
threatened the twenty faculty members with suspension, the Catholic University administration, with the
advice and cooperation of the Academic Senate, estab28

lished a five-member board of inquiry to determine
whether the faculty members had violated their
responsibilities to the university or their commitments
as teachers of theology or other sacred sciences. After
an exhaustive investigation, including the interrogation of thirty-eight witnesses and the examination of
over 3,000 pages of material, the board of inquiry issued its report, which was endorsed unanimously by
the Academic Senate.3 Although the report, known as
the Marlowe Report, was received by the board of
trustees on April 13, 1969, the board did not approve
or disapprove it. In June of that year, the board of
trustees did vote to "accept" the report's finding that
the twenty faculty members had acted with academic
propriety, and it took no action against them.
The board of inquiry found that the July 30 statement
represented "a responsible theological dissent" from
the teaching of the encyclical and that its contents and
style were well within the bounds of academic propriety. "The right of a theological scholar," it asserted,
"to dissent from noninfallible teachings of the
magisterium [the collective teaching authority of the
Catholic Church] is well documented, most recently
in the 15 November, 1968, pastoral letter of the American Bishops."4 A faculty member's right, it added, to
determine the content of his public statement without
fear of reprisal, even though the statement may embarrass the institution in its relationship with various
constituencies, "cannot be challenged." The board of
inquiry also asked the university to assure the academic community that it would not in the future resort to even a threat of suspension, much less actual
suspension, without first according the faculty member academic due process.
It recommended that, in the future, similar cases be
dealt with according to the norms of academic freedom
contained in the 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic
Freedom and Tenure, the 1958 Statement on Procedural
Standards in Faculty Dismissal Proceedings, the 1964 Committee A Statement on Extramural Utterances, and the

1967 "Report and Draft Recommendation of a Special
Committee on Academic Freedom in Church-Related
Colleges and Universities." As the most suitable norms
for institutions at which theology is taught, it cited
those of the Association of Theological Schools, which
2

Professor Curran has insisted that he was not subject to the regulations, since he had been granted tenure as a member of the Department of Theology before the adoption of the Canonical Statutes in
1981. The investigating committee, however, has proceeded on the
understanding, shared by the administration and the Academic
Senate's ad hoc committee which heard his case, that Professor Curran and others in the ecclesiastical faculties were assumed to have
a canonical mission, whether or not it was formally conferred.
3
The board of inquiry simultaneously issued a briefer Summary Report, which was published in the AAUP Bulletin (Summer 1969, pp.
264-266).
According to the bishops' letter entitled "Human Life in Our Day,"
"The expression of theological dissent from the magisterium is in
order only if the reasons are serious and well-founded, if the manner of the dissent does not question or impugn the teaching authority
of the Church and is such as not to give scandal."
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incorporate the 1940 Statement's provisions for academic freedom.
In January 1970, the university, in its self-evaluation
report for the Middle States Association of Colleges
and Schools, stated that its standards for tenure and
due process were consonant with those advocated
by the American Association of University Professors.
It also incorporated in the report a statement approved
by the Academic Senate on June 26, 1969, for inclusion in a forthcoming edition of the faculty handbook:
A university conceived as a community of scholars must
be free of arbitrary and extrinsic constraints, be they civil
or ecclesiastical. Institutional autonomy and academic freedom are essential conditions of university life and growth.
Accordingly, the Catholic University acknowledges in its
Statutes, in its affiliation with academic and educational
associations, and in its traditions, that the academic freedom of members of its Faculties is an essential condition
for the attainment of truth. It therefore endorses the policy

statements and regulations of the American Association
of University Professors concerning academic freedom and
tenure as expressed in 1940 and again in 1968.5

Throughout the late 1960s and the years that followed, Professor Curran continued to teach, write,
speak, and publish, so that by 1979 eleven books
wholly by him had appeared, plus five others which
he edited or co-edited and one, Dissent in and for the
Church, in which he and others reviewed the 1968 controversy concerning Humanae Vitae. He served as president of the Catholic Theological Society of America for
1969-70 and president of the American Society of
Christian Ethics for 1971-72. In 1971 he was promoted
to the rank of Ordinary [full] Professor at Catholic
University and granted tenure, and in 1972 he became
the first recipient of the Catholic Theological Society's
John Courtney Murray Award for distinguished
achievement in theology.

THE LAST DECADE

On July 13,1979, Franjo Cardinal Seper, prefect of the
Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith,
wrote Professor Curran from the Vatican to inform him
that his views were under scrutiny, and he attached
sixteen pages of "observations" describing what the
Sacred Congregation considered "principal errors" in
Professor Curran's published works. Professor Curran
responded to the "observations" on October 26, 1979,
concentrating on the "fundamental" observation, that
is, that he misconceived "the specific competence of
the authentic Magisterium" in matters of faith and
morals and thus mistakenly justified a right to public
dissent.6 After some intervening correspondence,
Professor Curran, on June 21, 1982, addressed the
specific observations related to his views on marriage
and sexual ethics. On February 10, 1983, Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, who had replaced Cardinal Seper as prefect of the Sacred Congregation, informed Professor
Curran that his responses "on the whole" had not
proved satisfactory, and on May 10, 1983, he sent a
second set of "observations," to which Professor Curran responded in letters of August 10, 1983, and
August 24, 1984.7

The reference is to the 1968 revision of the Association's Recommended
Institutional Regulations on Academic Freedom and Tenure. As counsel

for Catholic University has subsequently emphasized, this statement
on academic freedom was never officially approved by the board
of trustees. Still, a similar statement was included a decade later in
the university's 1980 self-evaluation report for the Middle States
Association.
'Professor Curran called attention to the relationship of Catholic theologians to the magisterium, particularly as he had outlined it in Dissent in and for the Church. His "position on the hierarchical Magisterium," he asserted, "is truly Catholic and contains nothing opposed
to Catholic faith"; and "the fact of public dissent is in no way a rebellion against Church teaching but rather is a form of critical loyalty."
The following are some of the published comments of Professor
Curran that the Sacred Congregation considered erroneous:
On Divorce: "I conclude that the Roman Catholic Church should
change its views on divorce. Divorce and remarriage must be accepted as a reality in our world that at times can take place even
without personal guilt on the part of the individuals involved. Indissolubility or permanency is a radical demand of the gospel that
is seen as a goal but not an absolute norm."
On Abortion and Euthanasia: "My own teaching constitutes a dissent
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On September 17, 1985, Cardinal Ratzinger informed
Professor Curran that his responses had been carefully
studied and that the Sacred Congregation was "in a
position to bring this inquiry to a conclusion."
Those who teach in ecclesiastical faculties [Cardinal Ratzinger wrote] do not teach on their own authority but by
virtue of the mission they have received from the
Church.... In order to guarantee this teaching, the Church
claims the freedom to maintain her own academic institutions in which her doctrine is reflected upon, taught and
interpreted in complete fidelity. This freedom of the
Church to teach her doctrine is in full accord with the students' corresponding right to know what that teaching is
and have it properly explained to them. This freedom of
the Church likewise implies the right to choose for her theological faculties those and only those professors who, in
complete honesty and integrity, recognize themselves to
be capable of meeting these requirements.

Cardinal Ratzinger then listed the areas noted in his
"observations" in which, he wrote, Professor Curran
had "clearly affirmed" that his positions were "in
open contrast with the teaching of the Magisterium":

from the authoritative Church teaching on the two questions of
when does human life begin and how can one solve conflict situations, but my dissent is not all that great. Others might propose
a more radical solution."
On Homosexuality: "The theology of sin in terms of fundamental
option and modern psychological knowledge indicates that most
often homosexual actions do not involve the person in grave or mortal sin.... [In] the cases in which modern medical science cannot
help the homosexual... it seems to me that for such a person homosexual acts might not even be wrong."
On Sexual Intercourse Outside Marriage: "I personally do see occa-

sions where sexual intercourse outside marriage would not be
wrong, but the exceptions are quite limited...."
On Contraception: "I do not think that contraception violates an ideal;
nor does it involve premoral or ontic evil. In my judgment...too
much importance [is given] to the physical aspects of the act
"
On Sterilization: "In my judgment sterilization involves basically the
same moral issues as contraception. Whoever dissents from the
teaching on contraception logically must also dissent from the prohibition of direct sterilization."
On Masturbation: "There is no blanket gravity that can be assigned
to every act of masturbation."
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The first area of dissent is with regard to the principle of
the Church's teaching according to which every marital
act must remain open to the transmission of life, and therefore artificial contraception and direct sterilization are forbidden as intrinsically wrong....
Likewise, regarding the issues of abortion and euthanasia, the teaching of the Church, from which you dissent,
has been unequivocal, and, despite pressure to the contrary, the Magisterium has recently reaffirmed the sacred
and inviolable character of human life from the moment
of conception....
With respect to the third area..., i.e. masturbation, premarital intercourse and homosexual acts, all the faithful
are bound to follow the Magisterium according to which
these acts are intrinsically immoral.... Whatever the motive may be, the deliberate use of the sexual faculty, outside normal and legitimate conjugal relations, essentially
contradicts its finality, the purpose intended by the
Creator.
Finally..., the teaching of the Council of Trent on the indissolubility of sacramental and consummate marriage was
clearly taught by the Vatican Council II, which described
marriage as an indissoluble bond between two persons.
A Catholic cannot affirm the contrary....

logy. Consequently, it declines your compromise solution
because of the organic unity of authentic Catholic Theology, a unity which in its contents and method is intimately
bound to fidelity to the Church's Magisterium.

Once again Cardinal Ratzinger enumerated the dissenting positions that the Congregation had contested,
omitting only that on sterilization, and he went on to
reject Professor Curran's view that, since he dissents
only from "noninfallible" teachings of the Church, his
positions constitute "responsible" dissent and should
therefore be allowed by the Church:
One must remember the teaching of the Second Vatican
Council which clearly does not confine the infallible
Magisterium purely to matters of faith nor to solemn definitions. Lumen Gentium 25 states: ...when, however, they
(the Bishops), even though spread throughout the
world,... are in agreement that a particular position ought
to be held as definitive, then they are teaching the doctrine of Christ in an infallible manner. Besides this, the
Church does not build its life upon its infallible
Magisterium alone but on the teaching of its authentic, ordinary Magisterium as well.
. . . In any case, the faithful... are to give the religious submission of intellect and will to the teaching which the Supreme Pontiff or the college of bishops enunciate on faith
or morals when they exercise the authentic Magisterium,
even if they do not intend to proclaim it with a definitive
act. This you have continued to refuse to do.

Cardinal Ratzinger invited Professor Curran to
reconsider and to retract "those positions which violate the conditions necessary for a professor to be called
a Catholic theologian," and he asked that Professor
Curran forward his reply to the chancellor of the
university within two months.
Professor Curran met on several occasions with
Chancellor Hickey and Joseph Cardinal Bernardin,
chair of the university's board of trustees, in the hope
of effecting a compromise whereby he would agree not
to teach, in the foreseeable future, in the field of sexuality in moral theology, about which, as he stated, he
had developed no new position and had written only
occasionally since 1974. He would also acknowledge
the obligation of the Sacred Congregation to criticize
and even denounce his work when the Congregation
considered it erroneous. In turn he would be permitted to continue as a Catholic theologian in good standing. Chancellor Hickey journeyed to Rome, where he
discussed the case with Cardinal Ratzinger at length
and with Pope John Paul II in a thirty-minute audience.
The compromise was rejected. On March 8, 1986,
Professor Curran himself, accompanied by a former
teacher, Professor Bernard Haring of the Academia Alfonsonia, met in Rome with Cardinal Ratzinger, but
also failed to gain acceptance of the compromise. In
a letter to Cardinal Ratzinger on April 1, he briefly summarized the discussion at the March 8 meeting, noting that he remained convinced of the positions he had
adopted and proposing once again a compromise
whereby he would continue to teach moral theology
but not in the field of sexual ethics.
Cardinal Ratzinger rendered the Congregation's decision on July 25, 1986, noting that the Congregation
for Catholic Education agreed with it and that the Pope
approved it. "The purpose of this letter," he wrote to
Professor Curran,

On August 18, 1986, Chancellor Hickey presented
Cardinal Ratzinger's letter to Professor Curran with a
letter of his own. "After careful reflection upon this
judgment of the Holy See," he wrote, "a decision approved by the Holy Father, I consider it incontrovertible proof that you can no longer exercise the function
of a Professor of Catholic Theology at the Catholic
University of America." He stated, accordingly, that
he was initiating the withdrawal of Professor Curran's
canonical mission, and he reminded Professor Curran
of his right to request due process under the university's canonical statutes.
On August 20 the eight members of the executive
council of the university's School of Religious Studies
issued a statement reaffirming "their respect and support for the Reverend Charles E. Curran as a theologian, scholar, teacher, and priest" and expressing
their belief that a resolution of the differences between
Professor Curran and the Holy See was "necessary for
the health and credibility of theology undertaken in
Catholic universities." On the same day Professor Curran issued a statement outlining, among other things,
his view of dissent: "I have not proposed," he said,

is to inform you that the Congregation has confirmed its
position that one who dissents from the Magisterium as
you do is not suitable nor eligible to teach Catholic Theo-

the possibility and legitimacy of dissent from all noninfallible teaching. In moral matters, all Christians must
recognize that the follower of Jesus should be loving,
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In conclusion [Cardinal Ratzinger wrote], this Congregation calls attention to the fact that you have taken your
positions as a Professor of Theology in an ecclesiastical
faculty at a Pontifical university. In its letter of September
17, 1985, to you, it was noted that... the authorities of the
Church cannot allow the present situation to continue in
which the inherent contradiction is prolonged that one
who is to teach in the name of the Church in fact denies
her teaching.
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caring, just, and faithful. My disagreements are on the level
of complex, specific actions which involve many conflicting circumstances and situations....
... I have defended my dissent as being in accord with the
norms laid down by the United States bishops in their 1968
pastoral letter "Human Life in Our Day." The Congregation still must answer the questions I have been asking
for six years. Does the Congregation agree with the teaching proposed on dissent by the United States bishops or
are they claiming that such teaching is wrong?
Professor Curran was on sabbatical leave of absence
from the university during the fall semester of 1986,
during which arrangements progressed for an ad hoc
committee of the Academic Senate to consider the
question of withdrawing his canonical mission following his return. At the same time arrangements were
under way to have him resume the teaching of moral
theology in the Department of Theology.
On December 19, 1986, however, Chancellor Hickey
informed Professor Curran by letter that, efforts to
have him voluntarily refrain from teaching pending the
forthcoming proceedings having failed, he proposed
to suspend him from teaching in an ecclesiastical
faculty, in accordance with Section V 9 of the Ecclesiastical Statutes: i.e., "In more serious or pressing
cases [involving the withdrawal of the canonical mission] the Chancellor, with the concurrence of a
majority of the episcopal members of the Board, may
suspend the member of the Faculty from teaching in
an Ecclesiastical Faculty during the period of investigation." When "the Holy See has expressly declared
that you are 'not suitable nor eligible to teach Catholic
Theology,' " the chancellor wrote in support of his action, it "is difficult to conceive of a more 'serious reason' to withdraw the canonical mission, or a 'more
serious or pressing case' for suspension."
The dean of the School of Religious Studies and the
chair of the Department of Theology quickly protested
the proposed suspension, pointing out the damage to
the theological program by Professor Curran's continued absence and questioning the need for action before the ad hoc committee could have an opportunity
to pass judgment on the case. The dean suggested alternatives to suspension, either by limiting Professor
Curran's courses to students in the non-ecclesiastical
degree program in the Department of Theology or by
permitting him to teach in the Department of Religion
and Religious Education, a non-ecclesiastical faculty
with graduate programs. On January 7, 1987, Professor Curran sent two letters to Chancellor Hickey, one
protesting the suspension and one suggesting a compromise. "Most of Cardinal Ratzinger's difficulty with
me," he wrote in the first of these,

On January 9, ignoring the proposed alternative, the
chancellor informed Professor Curran that he was suspending him from teaching in an ecclesiastical faculty
pending "the outcome of the proceedings to withdraw
your canonical mission." In his reply on the same day,
Professor Curran noted that the Ecclesiastical Statutes
apply only to ecclesiastical faculties, and he cited the
following statement in the preamble to the statutes:
"These Faculties, however, are not exclusively ecclesiastical; they also have other programs which do
not have canonical effects and to which these Statutes
do not apply." The vast majority of students in the
Department of Theology, he observed, are in nonecclesiastical programs; and he added that he had consulted with the chair of his department and that, when
he met with the students in his scheduled spring
classes, he would "inform them that the students in
the ecclesiastical degree programs may not take the
courses for credit."
The chancellor rejected Professor Curran's interpretation categorically. "The footnote to this provision,"
he wrote on January 13, "makes clear that the word
'Faculties' is used to refer to these three academic units
of the University [the School of Philosophy, the
Department of Canon Law, and the Department of
Theology], not to the body of teachers...of those
schools.... In short there are non-ecclesiastical programs in the Department of Theology, but there are
no non-ecclesiastical teachers." "In my judgment,"
the chancellor wrote,
it would be intolerable for an individual who has been denied a canonical mission, or whose canonical mission has
been suspended or withdrawn, to function as a Professor
of Theology in the Department of Theology at the Catholic University. That is particularly so when, as in your case,
the Holy See has issued a final judgment that you are neither 'suitable nor eligible to exercise the function of a
Professor of Catholic Theology.'

He insisted as a consequence that Professor Curran
inform him by noon of the next day that he was prepared to refrain from teaching the three theology
courses. "If you are unwilling to give me this assurance, then I must request that you state your
reasons—again by 12:00 noon tomorrow—why I
should not proceed to exercise my authority under
Canon 812 [of the Canon Law of the Roman Catholic
Church] to revoke, suspend or deny the required mandate to teach theological disciplines, based upon the
judgment of the Holy See." Under Canon 812, "Those
who teach theological subjects in any institute of higher
studies must have a mandate from the competent ecclesiastical authority."
Professor Curran was handed Chancellor Hickey's
letter at 8:00 p.m. on January 13, and he replied on
concerns my writing in areas of sexual ethics, and I have
not even taught such a course in more than a decade. Thus, January 14. Shortly after noon he was informed by the
if your only basis for suspending me is Cardinal Ratzinger's executive vice president that President Byron had
authorized cancellation of the three courses he was
letter, and if, in turn, his position is based entirely on my
writings, you can have no legitimate basis for suspending scheduled to teach in the spring semester. "I object
me from teaching the courses officially announced for the to this action," he wrote to the chancellor, "and
t o . . . [your] interpretation of the Canonical Statutes....
Spring 1987 semester.
It is clear from the Statutes that the Chancellor has no
authority over the non-ecclesiastical degree programs
In the second letter he proposed that he be moved out
of the University." But even before the cancellation of
of the Department of Theology and become a professor-at-large teaching courses—none of which would
his courses, Professor Curran stated, the chancellor's
be in sexual ethics—"to all students in the University
letter had caused him to reconsider pressing within the
who are not enrolled in ecclesiastical degree programs."
university to teach them: first, because, while he was
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appealing in the civil court for its interpretation of the
statutes, the students would remain in a state of uncertainty; the second reason was the chancellor's threat
to invoke Canon 812, invocation of which, he said,
"would threaten the academic freedom and autonomy
of Catholic institutions of higher learning in the United
States... [with] serious consequences for academic accreditation, government funding, and a host of other
[important] issues.... For this reason, leaders of Catholic higher education in the United States have strongly
opposed the use of Canon 812 and, to my knowledge,
no American bishop has yet invoked the canon to grant
the mandate, much less to revoke it."

On January 15 AAUP's Associate General Secretary
Jordan E. Kurland, in a letter to President Byron, questioned the appropriateness of suspension under the
joint AAUP-Association of American Colleges 1958
Statement on Procedural Standards in Faculty Dismissal Pro-

ceedings and the university's regulations, both of which
sanction suspension only when there is a threat of immediate harm to the faculty member or others. Attorney Edward Bennett Williams, replying for the university on February 18, asserted that separate procedures
in the Canonical Statutes, rather than the university
regulation cited by the associate general secretary, apply to a case of suspension from an ecclesiastical faculty.

THE HEARING

The ad hoc committee of the Academic Senate began
its hearings in April 1987 and issued its report on October 9. Chancellor Hickey, Professor Curran, and the
committee itself were represented by legal counsel, and
observers from the American Association of University Professors and other interested organizations were
permitted to attend.
In preliminary argument, counsel for Chancellor
Hickey contended that the July 25, 1986, determination
of the Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
was binding on the committee; counsel for Professor
Curran, on the other hand, contended that the committee should consider countervailing evidence as to
whether the Sacred Congregation's determination constituted a "most serious reason" for withdrawal of the
canonical mission. Both parties agreed that the committee need not consider the procedural or substantive correctness or error in the Sacred Congregation's determination, and the committee concurred.
The committee did decide, however, to consider
whether that determination constituted a "most serious reason" for withdrawal of the canonical mission
within the meaning of the Canonical Statutes. It decided
also to consider the effects of the withdrawal of the canonical mission and "possible alternatives for implementation in the event that the committee should
recommend that the canonical mission should be withdrawn." "We recognize," the committee stated at the
outset of its report, that "Professor Curran is an outstanding scholar, teacher, speaker, and writer in his
field and that his many years of devoted service at this
University entitle him to the highest consideration."
Thus, although occasional witnesses testified to Professor Curran's competence, the committee itself accepted
it as well established and saw no reason to inquire into
it.
Professor Curran and the witnesses in his behalf focused primarily on what they considered, in the words
of one witness, the "propriety" of his dissent "within
the guidelines of the statement of the American
bishops and canon law" and the effect on academic
freedom and the university caused by the removal of
Professor Curran from theological teaching. The immediate past president of the Catholic Theological Society of America described Professor Curran's reputation as "very solidly of someone who is in the middle
of the road, not... extreme"; and a professor of Christian ethics from the University of Notre Dame, calling
Professor Curran's writings "squarely within the mainstream of contemporary moral theology/' described
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him as "a responsible moral theologian." The chair of
the Department of Theology at Notre Dame stated that
"the approaches taken by Professor Curran enjoy
widespread respect throughout the theological community," and he praised Professor Curran as "one of
the two most respected moral theologians in the
United States today." Others noted that Professor Curran had always taken the teaching of the magisterium
seriously and been respectful of it. Of two faculty
members who had participated in the drafting of the
university's Canonical Statutes, one expressed the
view that the Congregation's July 25 determination
constituted a "most serious reason" for withdrawal
of the canonical mission, but only with qualifications
pertaining to the basis for the Congregation's decision,
the Congregation's process, academic freedom, and
the search for other alternatives; the other stated that
the Congregation's determination did not require automatic withdrawal of the canonical mission, because
Rome had approved the use of the procedures involving the Senate's ad hoc committee, but that it would
necessarily lead to withdrawal unless either Rome's
or Professor Curran's position changed. This witness
also expressed a concern that Professor Curran "may
be going too close to promoting dissent rather than expressing it."
The committee also viewed eighteen exhibits submitted by Chancellor Hickey and 102 submitted by Professor Curran, plus 141 letters from individuals, faculties,
and organizations. Of the letters, the great majority
were from members of the College Theology Society
and the Catholic Theological Society of America, most
of them written to endorse statements of the governing bodies of the respective societies in support of
Professor Curran. Some expressed views in opposition
to him.
In presenting its conclusions, the committee noted
that it had not accepted the chancellor's view that the
determination of the Sacred Congregation was
"directly and immediately controlling" on its deliberations and actions; to accept that view, it said, would
be to act contrary to the language and intent of the Canonical Statutes. Aware of the "potential conflict between the jurisdiction of the Church and the institutional autonomy of the University," as well as the
danger that Professor Curran's tenure might be
jeopardized or the university be harmed, the committee reminded the board of trustees that the withdrawal
of the canonical mission depended not merely "on the
force of authority and the arguments for withdrawal
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but also on whether there are equal or greater countervailing arguments against withdrawal." It agreed,
however, that, from a strictly canonical perspective,
the July 25 determination of the Sacred Congregation
met the chancellor's burden of establishing "most serious reason" for withdrawing the canonical mission,
and it made the following recommendations:
1. The canonical mission of Professor Curran may be withdrawn, provided his other rights are simultaneously affirmed, to wit:
a. That he remain a tenured faculty member at the Catholic University of America, with all the rights and
privileges to which that status entitles him;
b. That he continue to function as a professor in the field
of his competence, namely, as a professor in the area
of moral theology and/or ethics.
2. If it is deemed impracticable for Professor Curran to continue to teach in the Department of Theology, the Committee recommends that arrangements for a suitable alternative academic position be made before Professor
Curran's canonical mission is withdrawn.
3. If the foregoing recommendations cannot be implemented, the Committee would oppose the withdrawal
of Professor Curran's canonical mission and recommend
against such action. In such circumstances withdrawal
of the mission would be unjust to Professor Curran and
would be harmful to the University and its mission.

on February 16 that the committee understood the
board's statement to constitute a return of the proceedings to the committee with specific objections. The committee, he said, had reconsidered, taking into account
the board's stated objections, and had reaffirmed the
recommendations made in its report. To the board's
contention that the committee had given insufficient
consideration to the July 25, 1986, declaration of the
Holy See, the committee chair replied as follows:

The committee forwarded its report to Chancellor
Hickey on October 13, 1987, and on December 14 the
chancellor, suggesting that the committee had exceeded its mandate, asked it to review the conditions
it had set forth in its recommendations. The committee chair replied on December 21 that the committee
had reconsidered and remained convinced that it had
not exceeded its mandate: "If removal of the canonical mission, independently of any dismissal proceedings," he wrote, "were to terminate Professor Curran's functions as a teacher in the field of his
competence, the removal would impinge upon his contractual rights and upon the proper autonomy of this
university as understood in the context of the American academic tradition." "We believe," he concluded,
"our recommendation does justice to both the canonical and the academic aspects of the matter."
On January 26, 1988, after listening to presentations
by Professor Curran and his counsel, the board of
trustees concluded that Professor Curran's canonical
mission should be withdrawn, and it declined to act
on the recommendation that Professor Curran continue to function as a professor in the field of his competence: "In making this recommendation," the board
stated to the committee, "the Committee's Report appears to give insufficient consideration to the declaration of the Holy See that Father Curran is 'neither
suitable nor eligible to teach Catholic theology.' "
When the canonical mission is withdrawn, the board
added, the president will be instructed to explore possible alternative teaching arrangements.
In response, the chair of the ad hoc committee noted
THE LEGAL CASE AND THE

On February 27, 1987, Professor Curran filed suit
against the university in the Superior Court of the District of Columbia to have his suspension lifted, and,
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The Committee respectfully disagrees.... Because the Ecclesiastical Faculties have a canonical as well as civil status
and because Church authorities confer the canonical mission as a qualification for teaching in such faculties, the
Committee concluded that 'such a qualification may also
be revoked by the official Church through an appropriate
process established at an institution that chooses to affiliate itself with the Church.'... The Committee suggests,
however, that the statement of Cardinal Ratzinger.. .is not
controlling with respect to Professor Curran's ability to
teach in any department outside an Ecclesiastical Faculty.
In such departments the University must be guided by the
American norms of academic freedom and tenure, including principles of academic competence and peer judgment,
which the University has accepted and embodied in the
Faculty Handbook.
On April 12, 1988, the board of trustees formally
withdrew Professor Curran's canonical mission, noting in a press release that this action did not remove
his tenure but did bar him from teaching in the Department of Theology. The board also authorized its chair,
the chancellor, and the president "to enter into discussion with Father Curran concerning an alternative
teaching assignment within an area of his professional
competence."
Subsequent negotiations, concerning a reassignment
of Professor Curran as a Professor of Christian Ethics
in the Department of Sociology of the School of Arts
and Sciences, broke down when Professor Curran objected to some of the conditions to which the administration expected him to subscribe—e.g., that students
in the ecclesiastical faculties would not be permitted
to take his courses for credit (a condition advanced by
counsel for the administration but not reiterated in the
final offer from President Byron) and that he would
not be teaching Catholic theology at the university—
and when he pointed out that, as a Catholic theologian, he would perforce be teaching social ethics
from that perspective. On June 2, 1988, the board of
trustees adopted a resolution stating that it "remains
open to a teaching assignment for Father Curran" but
not one that would allow him "to exercise the function of a Professor of Catholic Theology." As a consequence of the administration's action in 1987 to suspend him, Professor Curran had taken a leave of
absence from the university to teach at Cornell University during the academic year 1987-88, and he continued on leave to teach at the University of Southern
California during the academic years 1988-89 and
1989-90.
AAUP INVESTIGATION
following the withdrawal of his canonical mission,
amended his complaint to ask that he be reinstated in
his position as a Professor of Moral Theology in the
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